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ABSTRACT
We propose a consistently algebraic formulation of the extended KP (supersymmetric)
integrable -hierarchy systems. We exploit the results already established in [14] and which
consist in a framework suspected to unify in a fascinating way all the possible supersymmetric
KP-hierarchies and then their underlying supergravity theories . This construction leads among
other to built explicit non standard integrable Lax evolution equations suspected to reduce to
the well known KP integrable equation. We present also a contribution of our construction to
the subject of string equation and solitons. Other algebraic properties are also presented.
11. Introduction
An interesting subject which have been studied recently from different point of views deals
with the field of non linear integrable systems and their higher and lower spin extensions [1,
2]. These are exactly solvable models exhibiting a very rich structure in lower dimensions and
are involved in many areas of mathematical physics. One recall for instance the two
dimensional Toda(Liouville) fields theories[3, 2] and the KdV and KP hierarchies models [4,
5], both in the bosonic as well as in the supersymmetric case.
 Non linear integrable models, are associated to systems of non linear differential equations
which can be solved exactly. Mathematically these models have become more fascinating by
introducing some new concepts such as the infinite dimensional Lie (super) algebras.[6], Kac-
Moody algebras [7], W-algebras [1, 2], quantum groups [8] and the theory of formal pseudo-
differential opeartors [4, 5]. From the physical point of view only recently after the discovery
of the connection between the generalised KdV hierarchies and the matrix models formulation
of two dimensional gravity [9], has there been a great progress in the study of these systems.
Wile the bosonic non linear integrable models have been studied quite extensively, not much
is known, in general, about the supersymmetric extension. The most widely studied
supersymmetric integrable models which have many interesting properties is the super-KdV
(sKdV) system [10]. Note by the way that a super-integrable model which exhibits a very rich
structure and which in fact leads to the sKdV system upon reduction is the supersymmetric KP
equation of Manin and Radul [11]. Another interesting integrable system which have been also
generalised recently to the supersymmetric case is the two boson system [12]. This model
known also as the dispersive  long water wave equation has a very rich structure since it is :1-
Tri Hamiltonian , 2- has a non standard Lax representation and 3- Reduces to well known
integrable systems under appropriate reduction.
Non linear integrable models are also known to connect with the recent subject of string theory
and its various applications [9]. This deep connection is established through solitons which
characterise in some sense non linear physical models [13]. For a review, recall that in the late
of 60-ies and early 70-ies a large group of physicists developed the very beautiful theory of the
bosonic quantum strings. They used in this issue standard operator quantisation, decomposing
fields in the Fourier series and replacing c-numbers by operators with standard canonical
commutators. This program was effectively realised for the “zero-loop” described by the
Riemann surfaces of the zero genus. The underlying Virasoro algebra (conformal symmetry)
2and its representations are known to play an important role. This program stopped because
nobody was able to quantise fields in such a way for non zero genus. In early 80-ies Polyakov
solved the problem of quantisation of bosonic strings using the functional path integral. Later
on many physicist focussed to complete much more this program by using the analytical
construction of the Soliton theory in Riemann surfaces.
Recently a modern terminology was introduced to describe the connection between the theory
of solitons based on pseudo-differential operators and string theory. This consist in what we
know as “string equation” which means exactly the following pseudo-differential equation:
[ ] 1, =AL
String equation appeared in 1989-90 years after the pioneering works of Gross, Migdal,
Brezin, Kazakov, Douglas, Shanker, David and many others in matrix models formulation of
gravity theories [9].
In this work ; we propose a consistently algebraic formulation of the extended KP integrable -
hierarchy systems both in the bosonic and supersymmetric cases. We exploit the results
already established in [14] and which consist in a framework suspected to unify in a
fascinating way all the possible supersymmetric KP-hierarchies and then their underlying
supergravity theories . This construction leads among other to built explicit non standard
integrable Lax evolution equations suspected to reduce to the well known KP integrable
equation. We present also a contribution of our construction to the subject of string equation
. Other algebraic properties are also presented.
2- The Lie algebra of pseudo differential operators:
Let us consider a two dimensional Euclidean space R2 ∼C parameterised by the complex









The SO(2) Lorentz representation fields is given by the set of analytic fields uk(z).These are
SO(2)∼U(1) tensors fields that obey the analyticity condition ∂U zk ( ) = 0, where the conformal
spin k coincides with the conformal dimension ∆ . Note that under a U(1) global transformation


















)()(' zuezu kikk θ= (2.2)
So that )(.and. zudzzdz kk∂  remain invariant. Note that in the pure bosonic theory, only integer
values of conformal spin k are involved. In what follows, we will denote by Rk, the space of
analytic field Uk(z) which describes a one dimensional SO(2) spin k irreducible modules of the
ring R=⊕Rk .
Next we introduce the space of pseudo-differential operators whose elements Lsp q( , )  are the
generalisation of the well known differential Lax operators involved in the analysis of the so
called KdV-hierarchy and in Liouville (Toda) field theories. The simplest example is given by
the Hill operator
)(222 zuL += ∂ (2.3)
which play an important role in the study of Liouville field theory and in the KdV equation. A








iss zuL ∂)( (2.4)
where Us-i(z)’s are analytic fields of spin (s-i) and where p and q with p≤ q are integers that we
suppose positive for the moment. We shall refer  hereafter to p as the lowest degree of Lsp q( , )  and
q as the highest degree. We consider these two features of Eq (2.4) by setting
Deg( Lsp q( , ) )=(p,q) (2.5)
as noted above ∆ = s  is the conformal spin of the (1+q-p) monomes of the r.h.s of Eq(2.4) and
then of Ls
p q( , )
 itself. As for the above relation, we set:
∆( )( , )L ssp q = (2.6)
Notice that the KdV operator Eq(2.3) is discovered from Eq(2.4) as a special case by setting s=2,
p=0 and q=2 together with the special choice U0 =1 and U1 =0 which are known to correspond to
a choice of a particular underlying Lie algebraic structure namely the Sl(2) symmetry. Moreover,
Eq(2.4) which is well defined for q p≥ ≥ 0 , may be extended to negative integers by introducing
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4where )()( zU l
s
 is the l -th derivative of Us(z). As can be checked by using the Leibnitz rule,
Eq(2.7) obeys the expected property
)()( zuzu sskk =−∂∂ . (2.8)
Note that a natural representation basis of pseudo-differential operators of arbitrary conformal
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which is a direct extension of Eq(2.4). A more convenient way to write a pseudo-differential
operator of arbitrary conformal spin s but negative degrees (p,q) is to use the Volterra basis [15]
given by






∑= ∂  (2.10)
As already presented in [15]; this Volterra configuration is very useful in the study of the
algebraic structure of the spaces ∑ ∑ ),(),( and qpqps  and in the derivation of the second hamiltonian
structure of higher conformal spin integrable hierarchies.
Now let ∑ ),( qps ; s, p and q arbitrary integers with p≤ q; be the space of pseudo-differential
operators of spin s and degree (p, q) with respect to usual addition and multiplication by c-
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p q( , )∑ ’s are one dimensional spaces given by
∑∑ ⊗= − iisqps ∂)0,0(),( . (2.13)
Setting i=0, one discovers the ring s sR( , )0 0 ≡∑ described previously. Note that the dimension of
the space s
p q( , )∑ is fixed by the number of independent analytic fields Uj(z) involved in the
expression of Lax operators. In [14], we showed that among all the spaces ∑ ),( qps , only the sets
5∑ ),(0 qp with p <q <1 which admit a Lie algebra structure with respect to the bracket
[D1 , D2]=D1 D2 - D2 D1 constructed out of the Leibnitz product.
3-Unified framework of bosonic KP-hierarchy:
Recall that KP-hierarchies can be thought of as a dynamical system defined on a space whose
functions Uj (z) are elements of the ring Rj of analytic fields of conformal spin j∈Ζ. It is also








i zuL ∂∂ . (3.1)
The evolution of L is given by a commuting family of flows ∂ ∂
∂i t
= , in terms of which we have
[ ] [ ]∂ i i iL L L L L= = −+ −( ) , ( ) , (3.2)
where the subscripts + (respectively -) means taking purely differential (respectively, pseudo-
differential ) part of Li and { }t ti= an infinite system of time variables. The flows Eq(3.2), are
bi-hamiltonians in the sense that there exist two Poisson bracket structures { }.,.
,1 2 such that one
can rewrite Eq(3.2)as
{ } { }∂ i i iL H L H L= = +, ,2 1 1 (3.3)







with Res∂− =1 1.
Next, we present an algebraic study of generalised KP-hierarchies and their unified framework
possibility. Consider then the following spin-degree decomposition of the Lie algebra of arbitrary





















6where the index s=±, 0 is a quantum number which indicates respectively the positive, negative
and zero contributions of the conformal spin. As a particular example, we consider the space ∑ +
generated by positive conformal spin pseudo-differential operators like the Lax operator of the









i zuL ∂∂ (3.7)
which is known to satisfy an evolution equation
[ ]∂∂Lt L L nn n+ += =( ) , , , ,...1 2 (3.8)
where the subscript (+) in (Ln)+ means taking the purely differential part of the corresponding
operator. Now; we are very interested in generalising this standard integrable KP-hierarchy. A
natural way to do it is to focus the conformal spin decomposition Eq(3.5). This allows to suppose
the existence of three classes of integrable KP-hierarchies generalising the standard ones and
which are labelled by the conformal spin quantum number s=±,0.
A part of the Lax operator Eq(3.7) generating ∑ + one can introduce two other classes of
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which belongs to ∑
−
.
Actually, we now well known that the origin of these three classes of integrable KP-hierarchy is
traced to the fact that there exist precisely three decompositions of ∑ into a linear sum of two
subspaces namely [14-15]





as given in Eq(3.6).
This provide then a unified framework in which all the possible KP-hierarchies described by
various Lax operators can be written.
74- Unified framework of supersymmetric KP-hierarchy:
4-1-The space of higher spin supersymmetric Lax operators:
The aim of this section is to describe the supersymmetric version of the space of bosonic Lax
operators introduced previously. This supersymmetric generalisation which appear natural and
straightforward exhibits however some properties which are ignored in the bosonic case and
make the fermionic study more fruitful. Note that when using the space of supersymmetric Lax
operators one can derive the hamiltonian structures of two dimensional non linear super
integrable models generalising the bosonic ones.
To start let us consider the ring of all analytic superfields )ˆ(2/ zU k , k∈Ζ, which depend on (1/1)
superspace coordinates ),(ˆ θzz = . In this super-commutative Ζ2-graded ring R, one can define an
odd super covariant derivatives, which obeys the N=1 supersymmetric algebra
D with and dz
2 2 0= = ≡ ∫∂ θ ∂ θθ .
The space, Ξ of supersymmetric pseudo-differential operators defined as polynomial in D with





























Ξ  behaves then as a (1+q-p) dimensional superspace. Note also that the ring R of all Ζ2-
graded superfields )ˆ(
2











 is the set of superfield )ˆ(2/ zU k  labelled by half-integer conformal spin k/2, k ∈Z.
thus, the one dimensional objects iim DzU )ˆ(
2
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which is fundamental in the construction of various supersymmetric Lax operators. Expression
Eq(4.4) means also that














This definition is important in the sense that one can easily identify all objects of the huge
superspace Ξ. Indeed; an element L of Ξ is called a supersymmetric standard Lax operator if it is



























This homogeneity condition, simply states that the Ζ2-grading of the N=1 superfields )ˆ(zU  is
defined as
)2(mod)ˆ(2/ izui = (4.8)
The space of supersymmetric standard Lax operators is referred hereafter to as  Ξ n n/( , )20  and
exhibits a dimension (1+n).
Later on, we will introduce a wide class of non standard supersymmetric Lax operators for which
a classification principle will be applied .
Now ;we are in position to introduce the multiplication of operators on the space Ξ and derive




 be the space of analytic superfields )ˆ()ˆ(2/ zzj φφ ≡ of
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mod2(0,1) and    for  ,0
(4.10)
and where φ( )i  denote simply ( )Diφ .
























 is the usual binomial

















































where i ≥ 1
4-2- The 5=2x2+1 splitting
Recall that there are two usual supersymmetric extensions of the standard KP-hierarchy Eq (3.1).










The second one is given by the supersymmetric KP-hierarchy associated with the Figueroa-Mass-
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One important consequence of the choice of LFMR, Eq(4.16), is that under suitable choice of
reduction, it reduce to the Inami-Kanno super Lax operator describing the generalised N=2 super
KdV-hierarchy [17]
Recall also the important remark of [14], in which a unifying framework of the previous well
known super KP-hierarchies is proposed. Indeed, using the 6=3×2 decomposition of the Lie
superalgebra Ξ, Eq(3.6), we have shown that there exist precisely 5=2×2+1 classes  of
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supersymmetric KP-hierarchies. The origin of these hierarchies is traced to the fundamental fact








































  , (4.17)
where g1 0 0= ⊕+
+
+
−Ξ Ξ , is the Lie algebra containing as a particular element, the FMR even
super Lax operator Eq(4.16) while g2 1 1= ⊕++ +−Ξ Ξ  define the graded space  spanned by
elements like the MR super Lax operator Eq(4.15).The graded spaces g1* and g2* are just the dual
of g1 and g2 As signalled in [14], the self dual Lie algebra g0 0 0 0 0= ⊕+ −Ξ Ξ  Eq, containing the








necessitate in it self a particular interest, as it can lead a new class of super KP-hierarchies.
5. String equations and solitons
We will try to present here some brief survey of some well known results of the theory of
solitons. In parallel, we will point out the principal contributions of our analysis to this theory.
Note first that since the discovery of the famous KdV equation
xxxxt u6uuu −= , (5.1)
a lot of important results, leading to a more understanding of solitons, was established. The
interesting point was the building of the Lax representation based on the identification of KdV
with Heisenberg type equation for the linear operators
[ ] )u3(2u-4A    ,  t)u(x,-    L,   LA,L x32t +∂+∂=+∂== (5.2)
The results obtained in the case of KdV integrable system was successfully generalised to
higher spin systems with W-algebras as their underlying symmetries. The sharing property
between all these non linear systems is the possibility to introduce solitons. As signalled above
the latter’s are effectively seen as a manifestation of non linearity and are formulated in terms
of pseudo-differential operators in string theory language by the so-called string equation
x x xxt u6uuu =





The operators P  and Q , conjugate to each other, are recognised as Lax-pair operators of an
associated integrable hierarchy [18]. Its well known that Eq.(5.3) puts a very stringent
condition on the coefficient functions of the Lax operator. This in turn implies an infinite
number of additional symmetries of the integrable hierarchies given by the Virasoro and W-
constraints.
In spite of the fact that the string equation Eq(5.3) have shown to play an important role as
indicated above, It is not difficult, following standard studies, to observe that the Lax pair
operators P  and Q  represent a particular example of a large series of Lax pair operators
which can be introduced taking into account the conformal spin as well as the degrees
quantum numbers. Indeed, since the operator P  is taken in general to describe an nth order
differential operator
n
nn uuP ++∂+∂= − ...11 (5.4)
the operator Q  is nothing but the nth root of P  raised to the power r  and projected in the
sector of positive powers of the differential derivative ∂  namely















From Eq(5.7) we show clearly that the knowledge of the differential operator P  is
fundamental and sufficient for computing the constraint string equation once the hierarchy
parameter r  is fixed. Following the algebraic construction presented in section 3, we remark





Ξ⊕Ξ= 001g  Eq(4.17). The classification given in Eq(4.17) means simply
that there should exist other examples of Lax pair operators suspected to give rise to other non
trivial "string equations" generalising in turn Eq(5.3). Indeed, in the bosonic case we suspect
that there exist at most 2+1=3 classes of string equations
±==  0,s  ,  1],[ sQP ; (5.7)
The lower index ±= ,0s  is introduced to fix the conformal spin quantum number, of the Lax
pair ( P ,Q ), which can be zero, positive or negative.
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Some of the differential Lax operators satisfying Eq(5.7) are given for particular examples of
the conformal spin quantum number 1,1,0 −+=s  respectively as follows
12
2
31 −−−−= ++= uuuP )(s ∂∂ (5.8))
    uuuP )(s 01
2
20 +∂+= −−= ∂            (5.9)
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2
11 uuuP )(s ++= −= ∂∂ (5.10))
for which the conformal currents ),,,,( 10123 uuuuu −−− are required to satisfy the constraint
equation Eq(5.3). The 2+1=3 bosonic classification Eq(5.7) is originated from the same
classification mechanism for all possible Lax operators P and Q. We believe that this is an
important step toward a more understanding of the famous string equation and its
corresponding solitons theory. Another important remark concerning this issue is the
possibility to extend this discussion to the supersymmetric case. The suspected
supersymmetric classification of string equations for fermionic pseudo-differential operators
can be written as
[ } (mod2) 1  , 0 q  and     , 0s     ,1,
,
=±==qsQP , (5.11)
defining then a set of 5=2x2+1 supersymmetric “string equations”. The symbol [ , }stand for
the Z2 graded commutator depending on whether q=0(bosons) or q=1(fermions).
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